
Year 7 Citizenship - Term 1 
 
You and your values – Right and Wrong 

 
In this unit, pupils learn about and explore moral issues, involving the students in discussion of what is right and wrong 
behaviour in a wide range of social situations. 
 
Completion time: 7 weeks 

Objectives Teaching activities Expected outcomes/Skills Resources 

Pupils should learn to 
• Explore values- 

what is right and 
wrong  

 
Pupils should learn to  

• Develop and 
understand values, 
what is right and 
wrong  

 
Pupils should learn to  

• Continue to develop 
their moral 
understanding of 
issues 

 
 
Pupils should learn to  

• Use their values to 
do the right thing  

 
 

Define and discuss with pupils what 
values are? 
 
 
Pupils to complete a list of ‘Top ten 
rules for today’ and to then 
compare with Stefan’s rules 
 
 
 
Complete ranking activity ‘which is 
more serious?’, also presenting an 
extended list of actions. 
 
 
 
 
As a class read through ‘The Right 
Thing’. Have a class discussion 
about the difficulty of deciding 
when to tell and when not to tell. 
 
In groups pupils to discuss a 

Pupils should be able to 
• Understand what values 

are  
 
Pupils should be able to 

• Recognise that values 
may differ from person 
to person  

 
 
Pupils should be able to 

• Rank and make 
decisions about which 
actions are more 
serious, helping them to 
develop/extend their 
moral values 

 
Pupils should be able to 

• Examine the difficulty of 
deciding when it is good 
to tell and when it might 
be better to find an 
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Pupils should learn to  

• Explore codes of 
behaviour  

number of given situations and 
discuss whether it would make a 
difference if the person was 
someone they knew or a lot bigger 
etc?  Class feedback. 
 
As a class read through ‘Mind your 
manners’. In pairs pupils are to 
examine a list of statements to do 
with different codes of behaviour 
and discuss which ones they 
agree/disagree/unsure about and 
list them into a chart. Followed by 
pupils writing a statement about 
how important they think good 
manners are, giving reasons with 
their views. 
 
Pupils to do a leaflet about 
manners at the table in different 
cultures. 

alternative solution. 
 
 
 
 
Pupils should be able to 

• Reflect and think about 
different codes of 
behaviour and make 
opinions about 
acceptable 
and non acceptable 
manners. 

 

SMSC Audit: The above unit will help pupils:  
• understand that mutual respect and tolerance is at the heart of our values  
• learn that their behaviour has an effect on their own rights and those of others 
• understand that their personal values may differ to others but other values, beliefs and opinions must still be 

respected 
• understand the importance of supporting the principle freedom of expression 
• be committed to personal and social responsibilities 
• develop respect for other people beyond their own culture and faith 

Visits/Assemblies: International Day of Peace Assembly (21/09/15) 
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Year 8 Citizenship- Term 1 
 
You and your responsibilities – Other Cultures and Lifestyles 

 
In this unit, pupils learn about and explore Britain as a multicultural society and ethnic stereotyping. 
 
Completion time: 7 weeks 

Objectives Teaching Activities Expected 
outcomes/skills 

Resources 

Pupils should learn to 
• Understand that 

the UK is a 
diverse society 

 
 
 
Pupils should learn to 

• Continue to 
understand and 
explore, who are 
the British? and 
why did people 
come to Britain? 

 
Pupils should be able to 

• What ethnic 
stereotyping is? 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Discuss with pupils what multiculturalism is? Explain 
what ‘multicultural’ means. As a class read through 
‘Britain- a diverse society’. In pairs pupils to discuss 
and make notes on immigration and the ethnic 
population of Great Britain. 
 
 
Give students copy master to read through. In pairs to 
summarise the main reasons why people migrated to 
Britain. Explain how people have been coming to 
Britain for centuries and that the make up of present 
day society is a result of immigration that took place in 
the 20th century. 
 
 
 
Read through ‘Ethnic Stereotyping’ Explain key 
terminology and discuss key questions. In pairs ask 
pupils to discuss national stereotypes; for example 
what views do people hold of English people, Scottish 
etc 
 

 
Pupils should be able 
to understand that 
Britain is a diverse 
society. 
 
 
 
Pupils should be able 
to identify the 
different ethnic 
groups that migrated 
post WW11 and why. 
 
 
 
Pupils should be able 
to write a statement 
explaining what is 
meant by ethnic 
stereotyping and how 
they present a false 
image. 
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Pupils should learn to 

• Understand how 
ethnic 
stereotyping 
creates a false 
image of people 

 
 
 
Pupils should learn to 

• Investigate 
images and 
stereotypes of 
ethnic groups in 
the media 

Discuss how stereotypes have come about and how 
they present a false image of people. 
 
 
 
Explain what is meant by negative stereotyping and 
how films are used to present negative stereotypes of 
people from ethnic minorities. 
 
Give pupils newspaper article which discusses how 
popular television contributes to ethnic stereotyping. 
 
Ask pupils whether they agree/disagree and why? 
 
Read through ‘Does the media stereotype Africans?’ 
Hold a class discussion on whether pupils agree or 
disagree and why. 
 
Look at what other stereotypes exist in the media.  
 
 

 
 
 
Pupils should be able 
to recognise the role 
that the media play in 
ethnic stereotyping. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SMSC Audit: The above unit should help pupils: 
• appreciate the importance of equality before the law 
• cherish the individual liberty afforded to citizens of these islands 
• understand the importance of identifying with different people and their cultures 
• understand the importance of developing a sense of community and togetherness 
• learn to be committed to personal and social responsibilities 
• be aware of significant personalities, events and turning points in our history 
• be conversant with examples of British culture 
• develop respect for other people beyond their own culture and faith 

Visis/Assemblies: International Day of Peace (21/09/15) 



Year 9 PSHE -Term 1 
 
Understanding yourself – Developing your identity and image 

 
In this unit, pupils explore their own sense of identity and develop an understanding to be aware of how others see them. 
 
Completion time: 7 weeks 

Objectives Teaching activities Expected outcomes/Skills Resources 

Pupils should learn to 
• Explore their sense 

of identity, and their 
feelings of their 
image and about 
becoming an adult 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pupils should learn to  

• Explore influences 
on their behaviours 
and self-image, also 
focusing on role 
models. 

-Invite students to draw up a list of 
how they would like to be as adults. 
Read ‘what kind of adult?’ 
 
-Discussion about the article 
‘Beckham trounces Jesus in poll to 
find youth heroes’. 
 
-Read article ‘Designer Clothes’. 
Discuss the questions given. 
 
-Read ‘Enough to make a grown 
man cry’. Do the questions given 
and discuss how others may see 
you due to your portrayed 
identities. (Briefly touch upon the 
Caitlyn Jenner case – Equality Act 
2010) 
 
-Pupils to complete the personal 
statement in the ‘For Your File’ 
activity section. 
 
-‘Who Influences Your Behaviour?’ 

Pupils should be able to 
• Explore feelings about 

becoming an adult 
 
Pupils should be able to 

• Explore their sense of 
identity 

 
Pupils should be able to 

• Understand that they 
are free to exercise 
their rights and personal 
freedoms. These must 
be exercised safely 
clearly keeping in mind 
personal and social 
responsibilities. 

 
 
Pupils should be able to 

• Understand who 
influences them 

 
Pupils should be able to 
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Pupils should learn to  

•  Explore how the 
internet may 
influence their 
behaviour. 

 
-Discuss the influences of 
stereotypes/prejudices, parents 
and social media on their 
behaviour. 
 
 
-Ask pupils to work on their own list 
of influences. Ask pupil to add an 
example for each category and 
then rank the influences in order of 
which they are most influenced by. 
 
-Read the article on ‘labels’. 
Answer questions and encourage 
discussion on why labels may have 
a positive or a negative impact. 
 
-Read the celebrity role model 
article. Ask students to write about 
what makes a good role model. 

• Explore influences on 
their self-image 

Pupils should be able to 
• understand the 

importance of e-safety 
 
Pupils should be able to 

• understand which 
influences might be 
good for them and 
which might have a 
negative impact 
 

Pupils should be able to 
• understand how 

labelling can have a 
positive or a negative 
impact. 

 
 

 
SMSC Audit: The above unit will help pupils:  

• understand the importance of e-safety  
• learn that their behaviour has an effect on their own rights and those of others 
• understand that their personal values may differ to others but other values, beliefs and opinions must still be 

respected 
• understand the importance of supporting the principle freedom of expression 
• be committed to personal and social responsibilities 
• develop respect for other people beyond their own culture and faith 
• cherish the individual liberty afforded to citizens of these islands 
• be aware of significant personalities, events and turning points in our history 

Visits/Assemblies: International Day of Peace Assembly (21/09/15)             E-safety talk (Prevent) 
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Year 10/11 PSHE - Term 1 
 

Challenging Offensive Behaviour  
 

In this unit, pupils learn about the power of prejudice and learn how to challenge offensive behaviour, prejudice, bullying, racism and 
discrimination assertively and how pupils should take the initiative in giving and receiving support. 
 
Completion time: 7 weeks 

Objectives Teaching activities Expected outcomes/Skills Resources 

Pupils should  
• Understand what 

prejudice is 
 
 
 
 
Pupils should  

• Explore where prejudice 
comes from 

 
 
 
Pupils should  

• Understand how 
prejudice can lead to 
discrimination and 
persecution 

 
 
 
Pupils should  

• understand there are 
laws and equal 
opportunities to combat 
discrimination 

-Define the terms ‘prejudice’ and ‘discrimination.  
-Read ‘What is prejudice?’ and discuss the case study 
on page 90. 
-Ask students to imagine what prejudices may annoy 
others, then discuss what ‘groups’ they think they 
belong to. Make a list and compare in a class 
discussion. 
 
-Read ‘Where does prejudice come from? and ‘A history 
of prejudice’. Students then decide in groups what the 
strongest factors causing prejudice are and share their 
views in a class discussion. 
 
-Study Copymaster 43 and ask pairs to decide which 
ones are cases of discrimination.  
 
-Ask the students to draw what a ‘terrorist’ looks like. In 
pairs, ask students to write down 3 differences and 3 
similarities they may have. In a class discussion, 
discuss why they drew such pictures. 
 
-Study ‘Discrimination and the law’ and ‘Equal 
opportunities policies’ (Page 92). Ask students to look at 
the statements and decide which ones they agree and 
disagree with. - Pupils to look at the 2010 Equality Act. 
What are the main values they learn from the Act? 
 

Pupils should be able to 
• Understand what 

prejudice and 
discrimination  is 

 
 
 
 
Pupils should be able to 

• Understand where 
prejudice can come 
from and be able to 
understand cases of 
discrimination 

 
 
Pupils should be able to 

• Have an idea on what 
values they hold and 
understand how 
prejudices are formed. 

 
Pupils should be able to 

• Understand  that 
prejudice is a serious 
issue which can lead to 
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Pupils should 

• Understand what they 
can do about 
discrimination 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pupils should 
• Examine what sexism  is 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pupils should 

 
-Read ‘Positive discrimination’. Ask students to work in 
groups to discuss whether they agree with positive 
discrimination. 
 
 
 
-Look at ‘Taking a stand’ (page 93). Students to share 
their views of what is the best way to fight 
discrimination. 
 
-Read ‘Challenging myths about asylum seeks’. Hold a 
class discussion. What have they learnt about asylum 
seekers? What does this information tell students about 
prejudice? 
 
-In groups, ask students to imagine they are asylum 
seekers in this country. How would they cope with the 
different language, people and customs? Do they think 
these problems would create indirect discrimination? 
How do you think this discrimination can be fought? 
 
-Ask students to think of any examples of discrimination 
that could occur locally. 
-Complete Copymaster 44 and go over how each form 
of discrimination can be fought.  
 
-Ask students what they understand by the term sexism. 
-Read ‘What is sexism?’ (page 86) and ask students to 
make a list of sexist attitudes and to compare their list in 
a class discussion. 
-Ask the students why do you think sexism is 
damaging? Then read ‘Why is sexism damaging?’ Ask 
students to study the statements in groups and decide 
which ones they agree with and why? 
 
-Study ‘sexual harassment’ (page 87). In groups, 

discrimination and 
persecution 
 

Pupils should be able to 
• Understand what 

positive discrimination is 
and be able to discuss 
their opinion about it. 

 
Pupils should be able to 

• know how they can fight 
discrimination 

 
 
 
Pupils should be able to 

• Understand that there 
are different forms of 
discrimination. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pupils should be able to 
• Understand what 

sexism is and why it is 
damaging. 
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• Understand what sexual 
harassment is. 

 
 
Pupils should 
• Explore how to challenge 

sexism and sexual 
harassment. 

students then decide which of the examples are sexual 
harassment.  
-Read the article ‘Case study: street harassment’. In 
groups ask students to discuss their opinions. 
 
-Read ‘Challenging sexism’.  Prompt groups to discuss 
what they would do in each situation. 
-Look at the case of Caitlyn Jenner. Group discussion. 
Refer to Equality Act 2010. 
 
-Talk about ways of dealing with sexual harassment 
assertively and what students should do if harassment 
persists. 
-Ask individuals or pairs to research any examples of 
sexism and sexual harassment, such as prominent 
court cases, in which a woman has sued for sexual 
harassment or constructive dismissal. 
 
-Ask students to design a poster against any type of 
prejudice or discrimination. What will your main 
message be? 

Pupils should be able to 
• Understand that there 

are different forms of 
sexual harassment. 

 
Pupils should be able to 
• Understand how to 

challenge sexism and 
how to deal with sexual 
harassment. 

SMSC Audit: The above unit should help pupils: 
• appreciate the importance of equality before the law 
• cherish the individual liberty afforded to citizens of these islands 
• understand the importance of identifying with different people  
• understand the importance of developing a sense of community and togetherness 
• develop respect for other people beyond their own culture and faith 
• support the principle of freedom of expression 
• respect the beliefs and opinions of others 

Visits/Assemblies: International Day of Peace Assembly (21/09/15) 


